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DISCLAIMER:
The information provided is for information purposes only. The content is not, and should not be deemed to be an
offer of, or invitation to engage in any investment activity. This should not be construed as advice, or a personal
recommendation by Red Rock Entertainment Ltd. Red Rock Entertainment Ltd is not authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). The content of this promotion is not authorised under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). Reliance on the promotion for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose
an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the investment. UK residents wishing to participate in this promotion
must fall into the category of sophisticated investor or high net worth individual as outlined by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA).
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SYNOPSIS

Cold Providence is a film noir about a blocked writer, Marty, who takes
all his earnings and walks out on the drudgery of his unhappy marriage
to an unfaithful wife. He meets a beautiful femme fatale, Gill, who,
unbeknownst to him, is running away after murdering her abusive
boyfriend and parents.
Their connection inspires Marty to start writing again but Gill’s violence
puts him in a fix. He must decide whether to trust in the love that they
have nurtured, or to run away again. Ultimately, he sticks with her, she
then repays his faith by saving him when it looks as though he’s going to
be taken down for her crimes.
A big showdown with the man who slept with his wife and is now after
Marty’s money, ends with Marty and Gill stuck in a cave in the middle of a
snow storm, with only a bag full of money to burn in order to stave off the
fatal cold.
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DIRECTOR’S VISION
The inspiration that connected
us with Cold Providence came
from shooting a documentary
in Texas. We were struck by the
Texan personality – easy-going yet
straight-talking: God-fearing yet
friendly. Their cadence and lyrical
expressiveness, poetic to the
British ear.

She is beautiful but damaged;
Spontaneous yet guarded, with
more skeletons in her closet than
fur coats. Marty though is no
clichéd noir patsy and Gill is no
hackneyed Femme Fatale. These
are real characters, yet somehow
ones who could only exist in
the movies.

We’ll never forget watching a man
on his horse, bending down to
take money from an ATM – never
thinking of dismounting. This
and other experiences drove us
to see the Texan as a latter day,
archetypal hero; and one that is
instinctively cinematic.

Marital infidelity and financial
impropriety sees this new couple
high-tailing it to Alaska. Pursued
by the cops, running from their
pasts and joined by two new travel
companions, who may or may not
be murderers, Marty must use all
his guile and skill to save himself
and Gill, as they try and out run their
fates. Our cinematic influences are
a conflation of both past masters
and modern day greats.

Working with our writer/ coproducer Ken Tuohy and writer
James Gammon, we wanted to
structure a movie around such a
hero and thus MARTY was born.
Only, our hero is now a long way
from the Lone Star State. Instead,
we find him living in the frigid
lowlands of Canada, reflecting
on fatalism and providence,
trying to come to terms with
his inaction. He was a soldier in
Texas, an author, a husband. Now
he is nothing…. Until Gill enters
his life.

From Kurosawa and his exploration
of heroic identities, to The Coen
Brothers and their joy of dark
absurdities and contradictions in
human existence – all by way of
the comic lunacy of Monty Python.

We will shoot Anamorphic, for
that super wide screen look
that represents classic American
cinema, especially the Western.
Canada providing a vast and
expansive canvas for us to work
on. Savage, stark and isolating it is
both a reflection of our leads and a
character in itself. There could not
be a better place to set this story.
Cold Providence has the propulsive
momentum of a road movie, the
bleak violence and sexual trappings
of a neo-noir and the dark humor of
the best black comedies. We could
not be more excited to make Cold
Providence our first feature film.
We have always been attracted
to story in whatever format and
the time is right for us now to
pool our shooting experience and
work, in both dramatic fiction
and documentary, into this
exciting feature.

Cold Providence reflects all of
these stimuli.

COLD PROVIDENCE
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DIRECTORS

Multi Emmy Nominated Directors and Producers Bill Jones and Ben Timlett grew up together in South East
London, starting their professional filmmaking partnership in 1998. Originating as editors they began to
produce and direct short films and music videos together which swiftly developed into feature film and feature
documentary production.
Their co-directed animated feature film A Liar’s Autobiography - (The Untrue Story Of Monty Python’s Graham
Chapman) premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival in 2012 & received a GALA European Premiere
at London Film Festival.
In 2013 they produced, and second unit directed the football family feature length drama (Believe), set in the
1980’s telling the story of legendary Manchester United football manager Sir Matt Busby training a group of
unruly children in retirement, starring Natasha McElhone and Brian Cox. Bill and Ben followed this in with the
$10M feature film, (Absolutely Anything) starring Simon Pegg and Kate Beckinsale.
The film received wide theatrical releases in 20 countries worldwide in 2015-16 and was supported by
international distributors such as Lionsgate, Ocean, Sony & China Film Corp. Throughout their career they have
also directed and produced documentaries the most recent of which being An Accidental Studio about Beatle George Harrisons foray into the British film industry, financed and released by the Sundance Channel Global and
AMC. Their six-part documentary series charting the history of Monty Python was broadcast in 40 countries
worldwide and is available on Netflix and was recently aired on BBC2 for the 50th Python anniversary.
Presently they are completing post-production on a social awareness feature documentary called Your 100
Year Life filmed in the U.K., U.S., Ghana, Japan and Germany about the risks and challenges society faces as the
worlds demographics changes towards a much older population.
Bill and Ben’s 20-year experience in all aspects of filmmaking from editing, producing and directing while utilising
a huge variety of techniques and media coupled with a clear vision to inform and entertain audiences sets them
apart as unique and distinctive storytellers.

COLD PROVIDENCE
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KARL URBAN as Marty Phelan

(Attached)

Karl Urban is arguably New
Zealand’s biggest star, movies
have to date grossed over
$5.35 Billion Dollars at the
Worldwide Box Office. Karl has
played major starring roles in
global franchisees such as (Lord
Of The Rings), (Star Trek), (Thor)
and (Dredd).
Most recently, Karl starred in
Amazon’s flagship superhero
series (The Boys), one of Amazon
Prime’s most successful and
highest streamed shows of
all time.
Marty’s a long way from his home in Texas, but Texas is never far from
him. He still has that laid back, unflappable, Lone Star state of mind and a
humorous South Western saying for every occasion. Even though we first
find him running from the law with a bag of cash, his actions and words
quickly accentuate that he’s the ‘good guy’. Marty’s apparent indifference
to everything that’s thrown at him, is not apathy but indeterminism.
He categorically denies the existence of fate and believes destiny is
controlled by actions. He never feels sorry for himself; not when his wife
cheats on him - Hell! He told her that he loved her when they got married,
no need to keep repeating it – or even when he’s trapped in a blizzard,
burning all his money to survive.
His easy-going persona is also a way of dealing with and masking the
troubles inside of him. We learn early on that he’s a one-time successful
novelist, but a throw away comment later betrays his military past. Was
writing the novel a way to exorcise the demons of his service history? We
never know for sure – only that he’s “witnessed some fucked up things”
in his time.
In this way he’s damaged, just like Gill – only he has a converse way
of dealing with things. Yet despite his occasionally aloof behaviour, he
sacrifices himself and decides to help her; instinctive perhaps of the
military code - ‘leave no one behind’.

COLD PROVIDENCE
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MALIN AKERMAN as Gill Weindexter

(Attached)

Swedish-American, actress Malin Akerman’s
movies have grossed over $1.55 Billion Dollars
at the Worldwide Box Office.
Malin has played leading roles in major studio
movies such as (Watchmen), (The Heartbreak
Kid), (Rampage) and (Couples Retreat). She also
stars in SHOWTIME’S multi award nominated
TV series (Billions), which has recently been
renewed for season 5.

Gill is a beautiful but disturbed young woman.
Initially, she is perceived as an archetypal femme
fatale, using her allure and sexuality to lure Marty to
what we presume will be his doom.
However, like her namesake in the Rita Hayworth
film (Gilda), she’s a nonstereotypical femme fatale.
She does lie, but doesn’t manipulate for financial gain.
Abused by her parents and with a life spent gravitating
towards violent men, she quickly recognizes the good
in Marty and wants him to take care of her.
For her, he fulfills both the role of father figure and
lover and for the first time she meets a man who
makes her feel completely safe.

COLD PROVIDENCE
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FILMING LOCATIONS|

*The locations shown are for example purposes only and may not be featured in the final film.
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VANCOUVER

FILMING LOCATIONS|

VANCOUVER

*The locations shown are for example purposes only and may not be featured in the final film.
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CINEMATOGRAPHER Chris Oben

Chris Oben understands the concept of ‘confidence and command’. He embraces the role of leader of the camera
department bringing over 25 years of hands on experience to set. Chris lives for the adrenaline of landing the
perfect shot or capturing a transcendent moment. His experience includes an array of feature films, narrative
television, commercials, and music videos. Chris’ technical mastery, creativity and leadership have allowed him
to benefit crews both locally and internationally, having worked all across the world in places such as Peru,
Spain, Mongolia, Japan, South Africa and India. His work is highly respected internationally and includes projects
for major studios and broadcasters including: Disney, Warner Bros., Discovery, NetFlix, Fox, and more.
Chris has embraced the opportunity to frame and light many of the biggest stars in the world including Jeff
Bridges, Jackie Chan, Russell Crowe, Gillian Anderson, Amy Adams and many others.
As methods of electronic communication rapidly develop, Chris has stayed at the forefront of his field by
continuously upgrading his experience level and skills to include new media formats as they emerge. Chris offers
experience and understanding in creating outstanding material whether it’s intended for a smart phone browser
or a 50’ IMAX 3D theatre. Chris is a longtime member in good standing of IATSE 669.
Chris has fostered a loyal and dedicated team who each pride themselves in consistently delivering a professional
performance. On his journey Chris has led crews of every size from a two person docu team for Discovery
Channel to the studio set of Disney’s Tron: Legacy 3D. Above all Chris understands the importance of the DP’s
relationship with the director and the director’s vision of the project. It is Chris’ fierce defence of this relationship
that keeps him in demand.
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Rob Weston PRODUCER

Rob Weston, Jason Mewes, Stan Lee (Madness in the Method)

Rob Weston mentored by former Vice President of 20th Century Fox, Tim Hampton (Frantic); Rob Weston has
worked in the film industry for over 15 years, originally starting out producing music videos before transitioning
into movies. He has accumulated an impressive list of movie credits, working alongside some of the industry’s
most prestigious talent, including Academy Award winner Martin Scorsese (The Departed), 3 x Academy Awardwinning Cinematographer Jack Cardiff (Black Narcissus) and Academy Award winner Charlize Theron (Bombshell;
Mad Max: Fury Road) to name but a few.
Rob’s producer credits include: This Girls Life starring James Woods (Casino); Sundance favorite Antibirth starring
Natasha Lyonne (Orange Is The New Black); the award-winning romantic comedy Elsa And Fred starring Academy
Award winners Christopher Plummer (The Beginners), Shirley Maclaine (Terms Of Endearment) and Marcia Gay
Harden (Mystic River) and the high profile adaptation of the Gillian Flynn (Gone Girl) novel (Dark Places), working
alongside Academy Award-winning producer Cathy Schulman (Crash) and stars Charlize Theron (Bombshell),
Chloe Moretz (Carrie) and Nicholas Hoult (X-Men).
Most recently, he produced the Jason Mewes (Jay And Silent Bob Reboot) directorial debut Madness In The
Method. The crime comedy starred Mewes alongside Kevin Smith (Clerks) and Gina Carano (Deadpool). The film
is notable for being the final cameo from Marvel legend Stan Lee prior to his death. A speaker at conferences for
the Independent Film And Television Alliance (IFTA), he is an expert in film financing, structuring and developing
high-quality projects, from initial concept through to delivery and has positioned himself as a ‘go-to’ producer
for the most exciting projects in Hollywood today.
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PRODUCER Ken Tuohy

Ken Tuohy has had over a 50-year career Ken has worked in all aspects of film production from Location and
Production Manager, 1st Assistant Director, Writer, Associate Producer, Line Producer and Producer with some
of the greats of film directing including Richard Lester (A Hard Day Night), (Superman 2 & 3) and (Milos Forman),
(One Flew Over The Cuckoos Nest), (Amadeus).

Recent credits include:
“2036 Origin Unknown” Dir. Hasraf Dulull		
“Property of the State” Dir. Kit Ryan 			
“Absolutely Anything” Dir. Terry Jones 			
“Botched” 		
Dir. Kit Ryan 			
“MeeShee” 		
Dir. John Henderson 		
“Puckoon” 		
Dir. Terence Ryan 		
“The Big Freeze”
Dir. Eric Sykes Line 		
“Richard III” 		
Dir. Richard Loncraine 		
“Nil by Mouth” 		
Dir. Gary Oldman 		
“Déjà vu” 		
Dir. Henry Jaglom 		
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Co-Producer
Producer
Co-Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
1st Assistant Director
1st Assistant Director
1st Assistant Director

Matt Kelly PRODUCER

Matt Kelly, award winning producer, at the age of 47
brings to any film or television production over 20 years of
experience in production and finance.
Matt is currently in post production on his latest film,
(Crimson Point), starring C. Thomas Howell which is set
to release late 2020 and is enjoying the success of the
Cinedgm release of (Madness in the Method), starring a
phenomenal ensemble cast including Kevin Smith, Jason
Mewes, Teri Hatcher, Vinnie Jones and Gina Carano.
Matt’s other films include the Image Entertainment
release of (Way of the Wicked), starring Golden Globe
winner, Christian Slater, the audience favorite and award
winning (Lloyd the Conqueror), a comedy set in the world
of Live Action Role Playing (LARPing) starring the amazing
comedians Brian Posehn, Mike Smith and Harland Williams.
(Transparency), starring, Lou Diamond Phillips, Estella
Warren and Deborah Kara Unger which enjoyed a world
premiere at the Dallas International Film Festival and
to rave reviews and released via E1 Entertainment and
Lions Gate.
Weinstein Company’s release of (Vice), starring Michael Madsen, Daryl Hannah, Mark Boone Junior and Mykelti
Williamson, which launched with a red carpet premiere at the famous Mann’s Chinese Theater before it’s
nationwide theatrical release. (Runaway Vacation), starring Robin Williams, (We are Marshall), starring Matthew
McConaughy and David Strathairn, The independent edgy street drama entitled, (After Tomorrow), starring Anna
Amoroso and Cascy Beddow, (Arbor Vitae) starring William B. Davis and Janet Wright, the feature thriller (The
Untold), starring Lance Henriksen and Andrea Roth and (The Invitation), again starring Lance Henriksen. Other
credits over the few years include the road comedy, (Little Boy Blues) featuring Adam Beach and the thriller
(Sister Blue) which was in competition at the Montreal World Film Festival and in distribution with Cinemavault
Releasing worldwide.
Matt has numerous projects in development, a romantic adventure, (Mistress of the Eagles) based on the top
selling Canadian novel by Elona Malterre, the family drama (The Last Wolf of Ireland), a television series (Trials)
currently being pitched to networks and (In the Eyes of God), a film adaptation to the Raul Inglis play with
Deborah Kara Unger attached to star.
While producing various projects early in his career, Matt also worked as an established talent agent for such
companies as Excel Talent Management and Wagner Fox & Associates. While there, he negotiated deals for his
clients on such projects as (The X-files), (Millennium) and (The Sixth Man) for Walt Disney.

COLD PROVIDENCE
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INTERNATIONAL SALES

Bleiberg Entertainment is a Beverly Hills-based production and international sales company formed by veteran
film producer Ehud Bleiberg. The company operates on a proven business plan with respect to the production,
acquisition, financing and distribution of filmed entertainment to the worldwide marketplace with a slate of
projects geared toward the theatrical, VOD and TV markets.
Productions include: the thriller (The Iceman) based on the true story of mafia hitman Richard Kuklinski starring
Michael Shannon, Chris Evans, Winona Ryder and James Franco; the international hit (The Band’s Visit), which
won more than 40 awards, including the Coup de Couer at the Cannes Film Festival.
This was followed by (Adam Resurrected) by legendary filmmaker Paul Schrader and starring Oscar nominees Jeff
Goldblum and Willem Dafoe; Toronto International Film Festival selection (The Assassin Next Door) starring Olga
Kurylenko; and the documentary (Precious Life), which premiered at the Telluride and Toronto Film Festivals to
rave reviews and was shortlisted for that year’s Academy Awards; (Hunting Elephants) from acclaimed writer/
director Reshef Levi and starring Sir Patrick Stewart; (In The Shadow), a thriller set in 1950s Prague starring
Sebastian Koch and 4-time Czech Lion winner Ivan Trojan, which was the offical Czech entry for Best Foreign
Language Film at the 2013 Academy Awards; Venice Film Festival-selection (The Cousin) from writer/director
Tzahi Grad; (McCanick), a gritty cop thriller starring David Morse and Cory Monteith, which premiered at the
2013 Toronto International Film Festival; (The Curse of Sleeping Beauty), a dark, modern spin on the classic
tale directed by Pearry Teo; and the true underdog story (Ingenious) starring Academy Award nominee Jeremy
Renner.
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
Red Rock Entertainment is a filmfinance company, based at the
world-famous Elstree Studios,
home to some of the biggest TV
shows on UK television and the
studio of choice for many successful
British filmmakers.
Working in conjunction with many of
the UK’s top production companies
to raise equity for film, TV content
and film distribution, Red Rock
Entertainment offers a number
of
tax-efficient
opportunities
to investors.
It primarily works on projects
that are at an advanced stage
and are looking for the final tranche of financing. Its focus is on film and TV projects that have commercial
appeal, an identifiable audience, controllable costs and a sound financial structure. As an executive producer,
Red Rock Entertainment can arrange for investors to visit sets during filming, appear as extras and attend
private screenings. It also regularly arranges seminars at Elstree Studios, at which high-profile corporate
and financial specialists offer advice and insight into the various tax advantages of investing in the UK
film industry.

That Good Night
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WALKING WITH

ELEPHANTS
THE ULTIMATE DOCUMENTARY

WALKING WITH THE ELEPHANTS
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FILMS SHOT IN VANCOUVER
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EQUITY

Red Rock Entertainment works in conjunction with numerous UK film
companies to raise equity for independent film projects. It focuses on
those films that have already been completed or are almost complete, but
require a final tranche of funding to cover the distribution costs.
Investing in films can offer generous returns. The benefits extend
far beyond the sale of box-office tickets: DVD sales, licensing to TV
broadcasters and online platforms, and merchandising revenue all count
towards a film’s profit and can continue to generate returns for many years
after its theatrical release. The chance to be part of the magic of the movie
industry is another perk of many film-investment opportunities. In some
cases, your investment entitles you to appear in the movie as an extra,
attend film premiers and red-carpet events, and see your name appear in
the credits at the end of the film.
As well as the potential for high returns, long-term earnings and a close
encounter with show business, investing in the British film industry can
also offer tax-relief benefits. A range of incentives is available to those
who chose to invest in an SEIS or EIS film-investment scheme.

EQUITY
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PERKS & BENFITS
Red Carpet Events
A red-carpet premiere is the highpoint
of a film’s release.
Attended by its stars, alongside A-list
celebrities, industry moguls and the
media, they epitomise the Hollywood
dream.
When one of our films premieres,
our investors are invited to join us
on the red carpet, and experience
the glitz and glamour of showbiz for
themselves.

Private Screenings

Private film screenings form part of a
film’s production and release cycle. To
show off the film to its best advantage,
special preview screenings are routinely
held
in
low
seat-count
theatres
offering high-quality projection and
sound equipment.
These events, which are usually
accompanied by food and drink, also
feature commentary from the film’s
producers, writers or actors. The guest list
for a private screening typically includes
VIP media personalities, investors, and key
marketing and distribution executives.

Name in the Credits

Photos with the Stars
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Suite 12 Elstree Studios, Shenley Rd, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, WD6 1JG, UK

Telephone: +44 203 745 5380
www.redrockentertainment.com

